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Executive Summary

The Context
Kimberley Ontario is the ‘anchor’ village in the centre of the Beaver Valley, a region of intense beauty,
ecological importance (the Niagara Escarpment being one of thirteen UNESCO World Biosphere Reserves in
Canada) and with a 350,000 year old history. The natural environment and vibrant village have drawn
residents to the Kimberley village proper as well as to the residential developments at the Beaver Valley Ski
Club, the Talisman and Amik areas. Visitors such as skiers, cyclists, hikers, art-lovers, and naturalists are
drawn to the myriad trails (Bruce Trail, Kimberley Trail, Kimberley Forest Trails, Nordic Ski Club trails),
waterways and recreational activities. Residents and visitors alike frequent Kimberley to buy groceries, eat or
partake in village activities. Kimberley is a vibrant village of residents including many seniors as well as young
families, seasonal residents, and visitors. It is of great import to the critically important Beaver Valley corridor
and to the future development of area.
The Challenge
The pandemic has resulted in a remarkable increase in visitors to the area as well as an increase in the
number of seasonal residents living full-time. Housing sales have increased by 40%. The Nordic Ski Club
tripled its membership in 2020/21. Grocery and food sales at the Kimberley General Store have increased by
40%. More than 6,000 cyclists visited Kimberley in the summer of 2020. At trail access points it is common to
have 8 or more parked cars lining the busy artery of Grey Road 13. Groups of cyclists, motorcyclists, hikers
cluster in the Village while many people park along the shoulders of the road creating a dangerous situation
for pedestrians. The significant increase in visitors and residents coupled with the exponential increase in the
volume and speed of traffic, including heavy commercial truck traffic, has created a situation of risk to the
health and safety of people and wildlife in Kimberley and surrounding areas.
Addressing the Challenge: Informed by the Literature
There was a desire to address the complex challenge in a way that was evidence-based, action-oriented and
community-involved. A review of the literature was undertaken to learn about safety, particularly road safety
in towns and villages in Europe, the UK, and North America. At the global level, the UN has included road
safety in the 17 sustainable development goals as it is foundational to the creation of sustainable, resilient
and healthy communities. The UN goals informed the Vision Zero movement in Europe and in Canada along
with the Complete Street concept. Canada’s “Road Safety Strategy 2025” addresses issues of vulnerable road
users arguing that the right to safe mobility is a human right under the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms. Furthermore, it is argued that a holistic, integrated approach is needed to develop a strategic plan
that embraces the values of safety, quality of life and respect for the environment. To face the challenge of
health and safety in Kimberley and the surrounding areas, the literature pointed to the development of a
comprehensive and integrated plan that would be informed by a vision of a healthy, safe and vibrant future
and evidence-based strategies that would help to build a culture of health and safety.
Project Aim
To create a safe and healthy future for the village of Kimberley and surrounding Beaver Valley area by;
building an infrastructure to support a culture of safety, animating the use of vibrant public spaces, improving
mobility options for people or all ages and abilities, increasing the walkability, bike-ability and hike-ability for
people in the Village and for those accessing nature while preserving the exquisite natural environment of
the region.
Project Plan
The comprehensive project plan is based on a review of the literature and centres around two primary
objectives: 1) to create safe, vibrant public spaces in the village of Kimberley, and 2) to improve safe mobility
for pedestrians of all ages and abilities as well as cyclists. A set of evidence-informed strategies are proposed
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that are intended to yield measurable outcomes including; the reduction of vehicular speed into, through and
out of Kimberley preventing harm to people and wildlife, the increased use of the Kimberley Hall as a safe
and healthy space for hikers, walkers and cyclists, improved safe, accessible walking within the Village and
from the Village outward both north and south to ensure safe pathways for those who are accessing the
myriad trail systems in the surrounding area. Evaluation strategies are proposed, both formative and
summative, to assess the impact of the interventions. A healthy, safe and vibrant future for Kimberley and
the surrounding area is the goal of this proposal.
Community Engagement
This proposal brings together Grey County and the Municipality of Grey Highlands with a grass-roots group
called the “Kimberley Safety Group”. This group as well as the Kimberley Community Association have done
extensive community engagement during the formulation of the proposal and will continue to do so during
the proposal’s implementation and evaluation. More than 12 organizations and in excess of 100 individuals
sent letters of support for this proposal. The proposal was presented to Grey County and the Municipality of
Grey Highlands staff in March 2021 and to the Grey Highlands Council in May of 2021. In June of 2021, a
deputation was made to Grey County Council. Both the County and Municipality support this proposal
because of the strong community support it has gathered and because the aims of this project are consistent
with and advance the strategic objectives of the County and Municipality.
Conclusion
The village of Kimberley and the surrounding area are situated in the heart of Beaver Valley, one of the most
stunning, historically important parts of the Niagara Escarpment. Facing an exponential growth in visitors,
residents and vehicular traffic volumes, residents arose to address this challenge with a thoughtful, researchinformed proposal embraced by stakeholders, the County and Municipality. Within a ‘healthy communities
framework’, safety is situated as a social determinant of health and is, under the Charter, considered to be a
human right in Canada. The proposal presents a comprehensive and integrated set of strategies designed to
foster safe and vibrant public space, measurably improving mobility for pedestrians and cyclists, while
protecting wildlife and the natural environment.
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Purpose

The purpose of this discussion paper is to share our vision of a safe, healthy and prosperous future
for the hamlet of Kimberley and its community. Using a “healthy communities” definition of prosperity, we
are putting forward a vision of Kimberley that is both aspirational, informing future planning, and pragmatic,
informing near-term actions to support and enhance public safety for all. Safety, we will argue, is the
essential foundation for the present and future of Kimberley. In this paper, we begin with a discussion of
Kimberley as a hamlet and as a community situated in the heart of the Beaver Valley, one of the most
stunning and historically relevant areas in Ontario. We will provide rationale underpinning the need for
creative and impactful changes to enhance public safety in and through the hamlet and will describe a set of
recommendations for consideration. These recommendations have been formulated based on a review of the
literature about the effective ways to manage traffic and secure public safety in North America and Europe,
the Grey County Official Plan (2019), and ideas generated by community members. We hope to foster
dialogue with all who have an interest in Kimberley so that together we can build a safe, healthy and
prosperous future for Kimberley. A prosperous future for Kimberley is a prosperous future for the region.
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Kimberley and Its Community

The hamlet of Kimberley is situated in the Beaver Valley surrounded by the Niagara Escarpment and
the Grey-Sauble Conservation lands. There are several unique features about Kimberley that distinguish it
from most hamlets in the region. These unique features are important in understanding the rationale
underpinning our recommendations.
The exquisite natural environment is one of the unique features of Kimberley. To Kimberley’s east is
Old Baldy that crowns the top of the Escarpment and is a reminder of the 350,000 year old history of this

area. The Kimberley trail leads up from the base of Kimberley to the top of Old Baldy with trails reaching
north and circling back along Sideroad 7B and south, circling back along Sideroad 4A. The trails embrace the
hamlet. Kimberley is traversed by the Beaver River, its tributaries and the Kimberley Creek. The natural
environment is home to an astonishing array of wildlife, fish and birds. To see turtles moving toward their
birthing grounds, speckled trout jumping in the river, or to catch glimpses of bald eagles, osprey, great blue
herons, giant egrets or snowy owls on their migratory journeys are common occurrences in the hamlet and
its environs. To the west, the Beaver River and Kimberley Forest provide more habitat for wildlife and trails
for hiking, skiing and walking leading to the trail system of the Beaver Valley Ski Club and beyond. The
natural environment surrounding Kimberley is understood as a treasured ecosystem which is why it is
protected by the Niagara Escarpment Commission and the Grey-Sauble Conservation Authority. It is central
to why permanent and seasonal residents have settled in Kimberley. The natural environment is also what
draws thousands of visitors during the year to walk, hike, bird-watch, cycle, ski, fish or simply to take in the
wonders of nature.
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A second unique feature of Kimberley is its vibrant core and active, engaged community. The hamlet
itself is intersected by Grey Road 13. On the east side of Grey 13 is the Kimberley Hall, community mailboxes
and small public parking lot. Recently renovated to update the kitchen and put in an elevator for
accessibility, the Hall has been and will continue to be a major hub of activity for the Kimberley community
and others. The Hall is home to our small and greatly loved library, very popular with young families and avid
readers of all ages. The library is supported by the Friends of the Kimberley Library, a local group of
residents. The Kimberley Hall is where seniors meet for Thursday morning coffee. It is where health
programs like yoga or Nia are offered and where bridge groups meet, art shows take place and where
community events happen on a regular basis. The Hall is also rented for family reunions, anniversaries, stag
and does and other celebrations. Suffice it to say, the east side of Kimberley bustles with activity between
art studios, the mailboxes, the Library and the Kimberley Hall.
On the west side of Grey Road 13, is the Kimberley General Store, the restaurant called Justin’s
Oven and a second restaurant “Hearts'' opening soon. The General Store and Justin’s Oven are very popular
with locals and visitors alike who are in need
of groceries, refreshments, food or wish to
gather for a coffee or ice cream. Each week,
300 loaves of sour dough bread leave the
Store and 250 pizzas each Friday night from
Justin’s Oven and more on holidays. The

popularity of Kimberley as a food destination
is well known. One needs only to see the lineups at Justin’s for dinners or take-away, count
the number of cars parked along Grey Road
13 who are shopping for groceries or snacks,
or witness the number of cyclists outside of
the store to understand how busy and vibrant
Kimberley is. It is estimated that more than
6,000 cyclists stopped in Kimberley last year
along with thousands of other guests.
Kimberley is a hamlet, but it is also a
community. The Kimberley community extends to the north and south of the hamlet itself. Homes scatter
along Grey Road 13 to the north and Grey Road 7 including the 80 or so homes in the Amik development.
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These residents are active members of the Kimberley community. In all likelihood, the old Talisman
property will once again be revived and will resume its status as a contributor to the community. To the
south are Kimberley residents who live on Grey Road 13, 4A and Grey Road 30 which circles around to the
Beaver Valley Ski Club and the 60 plus homes on and off the property. Many residents to the north and
south of Kimberley along with those who reside in the hamlet itself are members of the very active
Kimberley Community Association.
The vibrancy of the Kimberley community along with thousands of visitors per year mean that the
hamlet is very busy with people randomly crossing Grey Road 13, due to a lack of cross walks, graveled

Kimberley is very busy with many visitors, underscoring the need for greater road safety for all

walking path or walkways to shop or take advantage of the hiking trails. The roadway is busy with parked
cars on the paved shoulders in the hamlet itself but also all the way along Grey Road 13 as hikers access the
Kimberley Trail or Kimberley Forest.
In sum, Kimberley is unique in three ways: First, its stunning natural environment is not only
essential to the region's ecological health and well-being, but it is a primary attractor for residents and
visitors who are drawn to the area to enjoy nature. Second, Kimberley is a hamlet but it also includes more
than 150 families who reside to the north and south who also consider themselves Kimberley residents. This
community is engaged, active and vibrant. Third, Kimberley is an established destination for food, culture
and nature during all seasons. Along with permanent and seasonal residents, thousands of visitors add to the
bustle of the hamlet. As Kimberley homes are densely populated compared to most other hamlets and are
far closer to the road, the increasing movement of people, cyclists, vehicles and buggies in and around
Kimberley is amplified.
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Envisioning a Safe, Healthy and Prosperous Future

The vibrant Kimberley community is positioned to evolve toward a prosperous future. From a
‘healthy communities’ lens, we see prosperity as meaning ecological, cultural, social and economic well-being
for all. From this point of view, the health of people depends on the inextricable interconnections with the
natural environment, our socio-cultural past and present, the places in which we live, learn and work, along
with economic opportunity. Over the past 10 years, Kimberley has blossomed as an increasingly desirable
place to live and to raise a family, to retire, to visit or to reside on a seasonal basis. To realize a prosperous
future, we believe it is necessary to first take stock of the present.

An aerial view of Kimberley showcasing its rich natural environment in the Beaver Valley
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Current Challenge

Kimberley‘s active community and the fact that the area attracts thousands of people per year is
very positive, but it also means we face challenges related to the safe movement of people in and around the
core and environs. As is evidenced by the signatories on the previously submitted Kimberley petition, the
community has deep concerns about a lack of safe pedestrian infrastructure for those on foot, on bicycles or
in buggies. In recent years, there has been a remarkable increase in vehicular traffic along Grey Rd 13,
particularly the increase in commercial heavy trucks. Both the volume and speed of traffic have increased
despite efforts to encourage a reduction in speed using a “community safety zone” designation, flashing
speed signs and horizontal painted road markers. After reviewing several documents, studies and policy
papers related to safety particularly in rural communities across Canada, North America and Europe, we
believe additional strategies could be considered with the goal of securing the safe movement of people in
and around Kimberley. This, in turn, will enable the realization of a vibrant, healthy and prosperous future.

Young family walking along Grey Road 13 heading north out of Kimberley in a peaceful moment. Busy traffic
instantly changes the safety of this practise but with nowhere else to walk, people have no other option.
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Alignment of Vision & Strategies with Grey County Official Plan
(2019)

In 2019, an ambitious plan was approved for the future of Grey County after much public
engagement and refinement of earlier renditions. The document begins with the articulation of a vision
which states that Grey County will strive “to be the place where people feel genuinely at home and naturally
inspired – enjoying an exceptional blend of active healthy living and economic opportunity” (2019,p.14). The
Plan underscores the unique natural environment in which we live, the value of preserving our culture, the
ideal of healthy living through a variety of active transportation strategies and the aspiration of a
prosperous economic future. We believe there is considerable resonance between the vision expressed in
this document for a safe, healthy and prosperous future for Kimberley and that expressed in the Grey
County Official Plan. Moreover, the strategies being proposed in this document align with those articulated
in the Plan.
One of the main pillars of the Grey County Plan is called “Move Grey”. This pillar includes a
discussion of creating a “complete transportation system” that is broad in scope and prioritizes “active
transportation” and the creation of “complete streets”.

The concept of “complete streets” is defined as “roads that are designed to support all age groups
and a variety of travel modes (walking, cycling, electric scooters, transit, motorists). Complete streets should
also be designed to include street furniture, pedestrian benches, and streetscape features separating
pedestrians from traffic” (p199). As is evident, the idea of complete streets expresses the central point that
well-being and safety are critical for people of all ages regardless of mode of transportation. It is especially
encouraging to see mention of creative strategies to achieve the goal.
The notion of “active transportation” aims to encourage healthy living by making communities
more accessible and more walkable (p. 149). It is defined as including walking, cycling, movement with
mobility aids, skiing, snowshoeing, skating and more. To this end, the Plan articulates several strategies to
be considered where County Roads traverse through settlements (see 8.5 below).
For County roads that go through settlement areas or built-up areas, the county will investigate improving
pedestrian safety through the use of:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Traffic calming measures
Improved traffic signals
Roundabouts / traffic circles at key intersections
Improved signage
Improved pedestrian crossings / walkways / sidewalks
Removing / maintenance of snow
Relocating utility poles that interfere with pedestrian crossings
Designing roads as complete streets to accommodate all age groups, accessibility standards, and
different forms of transportation
Identifying community safety zones

The Grey County Official Plan aligns very well with the aspirations expressed in this document for the
future of Kimberley and with the strategies that will be proposed to propel us forward to the realization of
a safe, healthy and prosperous future.
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Proposed Strategies to Address Public Safety in Kimberley

The following recommendations for consideration are thoughtfully proposed based on a review of
the literature, community consultation, County and Municipal documents along with an articulated vision of
the future of Kimberley. What is clear from the literature, is that the highest impact resulting in a safe and
healthy community is achieved not by one strategy alone, but by an integrated plan of strategies that when
woven together will create the desired outcome. To that end, the following strategies are put forward as an
integrated set of ideas for consideration. As an organizing framework for the proposed strategies, we are
using four main concepts:
1) North Gateway,
2) Village Centre,
3) South Gateway, and
4) Linkages.
Linkages refers to pedestrian and vehicular (motorized and non-motorized) movement into,
through and out of Kimberley. Consistent with the objective of a safe and healthy community, we believe
pedestrian movement for all ages and mobility issues must take priority. Please refer to the attached
graphic images of the central concepts as well as a “bird’s eye” view capturing the total plan.

We begin with a description of the North Gateway. The literature on traffic management through
towns, villages and hamlets notes that “gateway treatments” are one of the effective methods of improving
safety. The idea is to establish visible, attention-getting entrances to a community that draws the
consciousness of drivers and encourages a slowing of speed. This is important at both the north and south
ends of Kimberley but has notable importance at the south end where cars and trucks speed down the hill
of Grey 13 heading into the Kimberley village. At both gateways, north and south, we are proposing several
strategies to ‘announce’ the entrance to Kimberley, to slow traffic and to enable safe pedestrian passage.

Grey Road 13 gets very busy in Kimberley. This is both good and bad. Greater safety is needed.
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1. North Gateway:

The North Gateway is defined as the area from the Kimberley Sand Dome to the intersection of Grey
Road 13, Grey Road 7 and Sideroads 7A&B and concluding at the current Kimberley sign. In this location
we are suggesting:

1.1 Create a crosswalk across Grey Road 13 and Grey Road 7 that would link Side Roads 7A&B providing
safe passage for those using the Bruce Trail system and for those pedestrians who are walking from
the Amik development and Talisman. At present there is a ‘V’ in the land between Grey 13 and Grey
7 where a clear pathway has been established and could form the template for a proper crosswalk
with corresponding signage.
1.2 Re-develop the Kimberley welcome sign to be larger and with a design that draws visitors’ attention.
The sign would be moved from current location toward the intersection or at least to the north side
of the green Kimberley sign where it would be notable.
1.3 Conduct a feasibility assessment as to whether a roadway alteration at this intersection would
improve traffic flow while contributing to traffic safety.
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2. Village Centre:

The Village Centre extends from the North Gateway to the last houses/farms on Grey Road 13 at the
south end. As is described in the Grey County Official Plan, our goal would be to create “a complete
street”. The following recommendations are proposed for this area:

2.1 Create a crosswalk from the Kimberley Hall parking lot across Grey Road 13 with an engaging
horizontal pavement treatment and vertical pedestrian crossing sign. This would significantly
improve safe crossing for residents and visitors who are participating in events at the Hall or who are
shopping at the General Store or dining at restaurants, and who have parked in the Hall lot.
2.2 With partnership with the Municipality of Grey Highlands, re-imagine the parking lot and grounds
surrounding the Kimberley Hall to encourage visitors to park their cars in the lot or park bikes on
bike racks that could be placed near the building. At present, it is often observed that
hikers and cyclists park their vehicles on Grey Road 13 before heading out to enjoy the trails and
bike-ways. It would be far better to have visitors park at the Kimberley Hall parking lot to improve
pedestrian safety. With the anticipated refurbishing of the Kimberley pond, the picnic tables at the
back of the Hall would draw residents and visitors alike. At a minimum, we recommend a “Village
Parking” sign be erected drawing visitors to the lot. The only sign at present is a “no parking” sign for
overnight parking. This, accompanied by the 911/fire address number at the entrance to the lot, is
likely confusing for visitors and certainly does not encourage them to park at the Hall.
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2.3 Install benches or seating opportunities at selected points along Grey Road 13 in the centre of
Kimberley. This would be helpful for people of all ages, but especially important for seniors and
families with young children. In general, we suggest the incorporation of landscape design to define
areas for resting, walking, cycling, parking and driving.

The Kimberley Town Hall north side showing proposed changes;
- new benches
- public parking c/w overhead signage
- improved sidewalks
- improved roadside parking

2.4 Within the village centre, resurface all existing sidewalks which are currently at sub-par quality. The
sidewalks are cracked, uneven and ill-maintained, posing as tripping hazards and forcing people to
walk on Grey Road 13 as vehicles are frequently parked on the shoulders.
2.5 Designate street parking in the village centre on the east side of Grey Road 13 allowing for more
pedestrian and bicycle movement on the west side. One additional accessible parking spot should
be added in front of the General Store and one additional spot near the Kimberley Hall.
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The south side of the Kimberley Town Hall illustrating the proposed new decks. These are
for all visitors with an emphasis on giving cyclists a safe place to park their bikes away from
the General Store where they tend to currently congregate. The proposed new crosswalk
would encourage people to cross Grey Road 13 safely and invite them onto the decks. The
new water station – possibly tap only, no fountain, so cleanliness would be less of an issue –
addresses a long-standing issue of hydrating cyclists and pedestrians alike.
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2.6 To ensure safe pedestrian movement, create a gravel walking path beyond the resurfaced existing
sidewalk within Kimberley heading north to Sideroad 7A along the western fence-line of private and
public lands. This would
connect the Kimberley
community members who
reside in Amik/Talisman
areas. Similarly, to the
south, we propose the
creation of a gravel
walking path along the
western fence-line of
private and public lands
from the south end of
Kimberley (beyond the
This photo / illustration suggests how the gravel pathway
resurfaced existing
along Grey Road 13 might look
sidewalk) to the Grey
Road 30 intersection. Within the “Move Grey” section of the Grey County Plan it states County road
allowances are 30m(~100ft). In Kimberley from the center of the road inclusive of cement
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curb/gutter measurers 13', paved shoulder is 12'6" = 25’6”. Hence it appears that there is sufficient
road allowance to incorporate walkways/paths plus other items in creating a “complete street”.
2.7 Engage in an assessment of the road bridge in town to determine a solution that will ensure the safe
movement of people including children through the village. As it is, the bridge does not allow for safe
passage of people without walking on the road which is particularly narrow due to the bridge’s
design. In winter it is impossible not to walk on the road. We suggest that County engineers examine
a reconfiguration of the bridge, creation of a pedestrian bridge or an attachment to the existing
bridge.
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3. South Gateway:

The South Gateway is defined as the area that begins at the “blue gate” that marks the entrance to the
Kimberley Trail and ending at the intersection of Grey Roads 13 and 30. This area has become extremely
popular with hikers, cyclists and walkers who may be using the Kimberley Trail or walking south to Grey
Rd 30 in order to access the Kimberley Forest Trails. With increasing frequency cars are parking on both
the east and west side of Grey Road 13 extending southward toward the intersection with Grey Rd 30.
This is also an area extensively used by cycling groups. The increase in pedestrians, cyclists, horse and
buggies as well as vehicles necessitates an extended view of the southern area of Kimberley. Here we are
recommending the following:
3.1 Create a crosswalk at the “blue gate” or access to the Kimberley Trail. This would be designed to alert
drivers to the crossing both by an engaging pavement treatment and a vertical “hikers crossing” sign.
The crosswalk would enable people to safely cross over Grey Road 13 to access the trail or simply to
walk along Grey Road 13.
3.2 As in the North Gateway, re-develop of the Kimberley Village sign so that it becomes a clear,
highly visible and welcoming entrance to the hamlet. The sign could be situated at
approximately the same location as the current one.
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4. Linkages:

By “linkages” we refer to movement of pedestrian and vehicular (both motorized and non-motorized)
into, through and out of Kimberley. The goal here is to set out some recommendations that we believe
are consistent with those outlined in the “Move Grey” objective in the Grey County Official Plan.
4.1 At the North Gateway, before the Sand Dome heading south, reduce the posted speed limit to
60km. Both Grey Road 13 and 7 have natural curves at that juncture which slows traffic. Reducing
posted speed would be much safer for those crossing at that juncture and would encourage
drivers to slow while entering the village.
4.2 Reduce the speed limit in Kimberley to 40km as has been done in Eugenia. As has been pointed out,
there are in excess of 50 homes and businesses on Grey Road 13 within the hamlet and many are
situated very close to the road itself. This is unlike most hamlets in our region and is a strong
rationale for reducing the speed to 40km.
4.3 At the South Gateway, reduce the speed from 80km to 60km between the intersection of Grey
Roads 13 and 30 and the “community safety zone” signs (north and south). The significant increase
in movement of pedestrians and cyclists in this area demands reconsideration of the speed limit.
To ensure safe passage, it is necessary to reduce speed along this section of Grey Road 13 to 60km.
4.4 Although outside of Kimberley proper, consider reducing speed to 60km on Grey Road 13 from
Eugenia through to the end of the North Gateway of Kimberley. In 2017, the County made the
decision to reduce the speed to 60km on Grey Road 119 between Ravenna and Banks on the basis
of two factors. First, the undulating road and second, the number of cyclists. These two factors are
equally relevant in the case of Kimberley. Therefore, consistent with prior policy decisions, we
believe a reduction in speed along Grey Road 13 to 60 km is more than worthy of consideration.
5. It is understood that Grey Road 13 is a significant north-south artery through the Beaver Valley. It is
selected by truck drivers because of the speed with which they can travel to and from their
destinations. While this may be an economic benefit to companies, it also contributes significantly to
safety of people. Grey Road 13 is one of the few, if not the only, major artery that is populated by
three or four hamlets (Eugenia, Kimberley and Heathcote as well as Clarksburg) and it is the only
artery along which thousands of people per year walk, bike, ride, hike and stop to visit shops,
galleries, and events. We strongly urge the County to undertake a comprehensive
risk analysis of this situation. We believe alternate trucking routes could be found for heavy
commercial trucks that would not pose as much risk to human health and safety as it does on Grey
Road 13. For example, County Road 12 to County Road 40 could be an option or Grey Road 2,
although passing through two hamlets, is still a less populated route.
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Conclusion

The future of Kimberley is one of prosperity. It is one that demonstrates respect for the exquisite natural
environment and the life that abounds in these habitats. It is one in which our history and culture are
treasured. It is one that envisions a healthy and safe environment for people living, learning, working and
visiting the hamlet. We believe the recommendations put forward here for discussion are thoughtfully
considered and informed by evidence from the literature as well as the creative minds of community
contributors.
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